Abstract-We introduce a fast and efficient variational framework for Simultaneous Registration and Segmentation (SRS) applicable to a wide variety of image sequences. We demonstrate that a dense correspondence map (between consecutive frames) can be reconstructed correctly even in the presence of partial occlusion, shading, and reflections. The errors are efficiently handled by exploiting their sparse nature. In addition, the segmentation functional is reformulated using a dual Rudin-Osher-Fatemi (ROF) model for fast implementation. Moreover, nonparametric shape prior terms that are suited for this dual-ROF model are proposed. The efficacy of the proposed method is validated with extensive experiments on both indoor, outdoor natural and biological image sequences, demonstrating the higher accuracy and efficiency compared to various state-of-the-art methods.
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INTRODUCTION
T RACKING objects in image sequences is a fundamental problem in computer vision. Error-free tracking is essential for various vision applications such as surveillance, security systems, and medical/biological image analysis. However, data uncertainty presents significant challenges for reliable object tracking. This includes, for example, illumination changes across consecutive frames, rigid/nonrigid deformation of the object-of-interest, partial occlusion, and data corruption.
Numerous frameworks have been proposed in recent years for robust tracking handling the above-mentioned problems. For example, deformable shape models [2] , Active Shape Models (ASMs) [3] , and active appearance models (AAMs) [4] capture the statistics of shape and appearance variations using training examples. In [5] , ASM and AAM are combined in a multiscale fashion to achieve robustness against noise and clutter. Tsai et al. [6] apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to model the variability in the training shapes represented using Signed Distance Functions (SDFs). Zhu et al. [7] propose a subject specific dynamic model designed for medical application using multilinear PCA. However, the performance of these methods heavily depends on the training data, which may not encompass all possible scenarios.
Recently, graph-based algorithms have also been proposed for tracking deformable objects. For example, Ishikawa and Jermyn [8] developed a polynomial time algorithm to extract similar objects from a set of time sequence images. Schoenemann and Cremers [9] proposed a real-time solution for tracking implemented on a GPU based on finding a minimum cost cyclic path in the product space spanned by the template shape and the given image. The cost is derived both from the image data and the shape prior term. In [10] , the previous solution was extended to incorporate the edge information, which provides robustness against illumination changes. In another work [11] , Schoenemann and Cremers introduced a motion layer decomposition framework which is solved using both discrete and continuous optimization. To be specific, the layer regularization and continuity are imposed using graph cuts (the discrete part) and motion estimation is performed using standard optical flow (the continuous part) method in this framework. The proposed method not only separates various independently moving layers from an input video, but also yields super resolved version of them. The super resolution is achieved using total variation deblurring. Moreover, it is shown to be robust against occlusion. However, it is unclear how this algorithm may be adapted, particularly for tracking objects with known shape statistics. There exist discriminative methods [12] , [13] which cast visual tracking as a two-class classification problem. In these methods, the classifiers are updated dynamically to account for appearance changes and partial occlusion of the object-of-interest. Approaches such as [14] , [15] select the target as the one which minimizes the projection error in the space spanned by observed (tracked results from previous frames) and trivial templates (with one nonzero element).
All of the above-mentioned methods seem to disregard rich dense flow information between consecutive frames in time sequence images. One way to include this information is to first compute a correspondence map (registration) between successive frames. We can then compute the correlated segmentation of the video frames to solve the tracking problem. It has been recently shown in [16] , [17] , and [18] that tracking performance can be further improved by solving the registration and the segmentation problem simultaneously. In [19] , Ehrhardt et al. propose such a Simultaneous Registration and Segmentation (SRS) in the variational framework. The performance is improved in [1] with the help of a dynamical prior term (SRS+DP). The same authors recently generalized the SRS+DP framework, Generalized SRS (GSRS), which can handle shading, reflections, and illumination changes. In this current work, we extend GSRS [20] using a robust estimation framework. We also propose modifications to the GSRS algorithm for fast and efficient implementation. The effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The key contributions of this paper are:
. Design of a fast variational formulation for simultaneous registration and segmentation applicable to time sequence imagery. This consists of two steps:
Reconstruction of sparse error (due to partial occlusion, shading, reflections) between consecutive frames using a regularized variant of the L 1 norm. -Reformulation of the segmentation functional using the dual Rudin-Osher-Fatemi (ROF) model for fast and efficient implementation. . The dynamical shape prior term is represented nonparametrically in a way that does not assume any prior distribution of training shapes and can handle an infinite degree of curve variations. . The new definition allows the incorporation of the combination term 1 in an effortless manner with the developed fast segmentation formulation. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the new robust estimation framework for simultaneous registration and segmentation. The concepts relating to sparse error reconstruction and the shape-based dual formulation are presented in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1, respectively. Section 3 describes a new combination term which is easily incorporated into the segmentation framework. The experimental results on natural and biological image sequences are provided in Section 4. We discuss future extensions and conclude in Section 5.
SIMULTANEOUS REGISTRATION AND SEGMENTATION
Consider IðtÞ : ð IR 2 Þ ! IR and Iðt À 1Þ : ! IR are the two images at two consecutive time instances, t and t À 1. The shape of the tracked object of interest at any arbitrary time t is embedded in the level-set function o ðx; tÞ : ! IR.
2 In this work, we assume that the initial contour of the object of interest is known a priori.
Registration Model
Given two consecutive image frames, the aim is to find a displacement vector field u : ! IR 2 , establishing dense correspondence between them. This vector field uðxÞ ¼ ½uðxÞ; vðxÞ is obtained historically by maximizing the posterior distribution PðujIðtÞ; Iðt À 1ÞÞ (see, for example, [21] , [22] and references therein):
With certain simplifying assumptions we can obtain the corresponding energy functional of (1) as
which is the classical formulation of Horn and Schunck [23] (HS). Here, ð:Þ T represents the transpose operation,
TðxÞ ¼ x þ uðxÞ, and u controls the smoothness of the derived vector field. The classical HS model (2) uses quadratic penalizers, ðx 2 Þ ¼ x 2 , for both the data and smoothness terms to compute the flow field. The influence function, (i.e., 0 ), for quadratic penalizer is linear and unbounded (see Fig. 2 ). Thus, the estimation process is severely influenced [21] , [24] by the outlying measurements. Also the quadratic penalizer does not favor discontinuities [25] in the computed flow field. Consequently, the focus has moved to designing robust penalisers for data and smoothness terms. See [26] and references therein for detailed explanation. Fig. 1 . Examples demonstrating the capability of the proposed method to handle drastic illumination changes using robust correspondence map and sparse error estimation. Two sample frames from an image sequence are shown row-wise. Blue contours show the ground-truth (first column). The obtained results using the proposed method (second column) and the method in [1] (third column) are presented using red and green contours, respectively. 
, with ¼ 0:001, and its influence function
. Note that the influence function saturates very quickly for the latter case.
In summary, it has been demonstrated that L 1 minimization [25] is more suitable than the quadratic penalizer for computing the displacement vector fields. Brox et al. [26] , Sun et al. [24] , and Papenberg et al. [27] have also used a differentiable and regularized variant of
(with ¼ 0:001), for computational reasons. This is also the most robust convex penalizer known in the optical flow community. Various schemes have been proposed along with the robust penalizer to improve the performance on the Middlebury optical flow benchmark dataset [28] . These include Rudin-Osher-Fatemi structure-texture decomposition [25] of the input sequence, coarse-to-fine estimation of the flow field, median filtering for outlier removal [25] , etc. Effort [26] has also been made to incorporate the median filtering heuristic into the optical flow framework in a principled way. The effectiveness of ROF decomposition is elaborated in [25] . The textural part, I T ð; xÞ ¼ IðxÞ À I S ðxÞ, of the image is demonstrated to be invariant to illumination changes, more specifically, robust to shadow and shading reflection artifacts. However, this is a preprocessing step and may not be generalizable enough for handling gross pixel corruptions or occlusions. In this work, we simultaneously estimate both misalignment (dense correspondence map) and corruption in the image sequence. We assume the corruption due to partial occlusion, shading, reflections, etc., is sparse in nature.
Simultaneous Modeling of Sparse Corruption and Dense Correspondence Map
Consider G : ! IR models the sparse corruptions between successive time frames. We can rewrite (1) by incorporating G as follows: 
We assume u and G are independent of each other in the last step. Maximizing the expression in (3) is equivalent to minimizing the following energy functional under certain simplifying assumptions:
and g2 control the sparsity and the smoothness in the estimated corruption. The full derivation of E RG and the related assumptions are presented in Appendix A, which can be found in the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/ 10.1109/TPAMI.2012.103. The Euler Lagrange equations that need to be satisfied for u are 
Similarly, the Euler Lagrange equation that needs to be satisfied for G is
The solution of the system of equations in (5) and (7) is challenging since these are highly nonlinear. We adapted the approach from [24] , [27] to solve these nonlinear equations.
More specifically, u and G are both solved iteratively in multiple scales using fixed point scheme. We implement a fully implicit scheme for the smoothing terms (e.g., the term associated with u and g 2 ) and a semi-implicit scheme for the data terms (e.g., the first term in (4) and the term associated with g1 ). The procedure for simultaneous estimation of u and G is described in Appendix B, which is available in the online supplemental material. The derivative terms, such as I x and I y , are computed as the combined version of rIðTðxÞ; tÞ and rIðx; t À 1Þ for better accuracy. Also the term corresponding to warping, IðTðxÞ; tÞ, is obtained using bicubic interpolation. Examples of sparse error reconstruction are demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4. In the former example, the target image is artificially modified, whereas the error is naturally introduced during imaging in the latter.
Segmentation Model
The segmentation for the current frame t, based on a dynamic prior term À ðtÞ, can be computed by maximizing the conditional distribution We would like to note that our dynamical prior formulation is motivated by the work of Cremers [29] . However, the approach in [29] does not employ the rich flow information between consecutive image frames for the computation of the prior. If we assume that the tracking process is first order Markov, the dynamical prior term can be efficiently computed using only uðx; t À 2; t À 1Þ and the previous observation ðx; t À 1Þ aŝ À ðx; tÞ ¼ðx; t À 1Þ À u T ðx; t À 2; t À 1Þrðx; t À 1Þ: ð9Þ
In this, the modeling and the observation errors obey the Additive White Gaussian Noise model (AWGN). See [1] for detailed explanation. As shown in [19] , [1] , and [20] , (8) 
Here, s 1 and s 2 are the positive constants, 1 , 2 parameterize the object and the background pdfs, and H ðzÞ ¼ . For simplicity we assume s 2 ¼ 0 for this discussion.
Then the flow minimizing energy (i.e., standard ACWE flow) corresponding to (10) is
where represents the evolution of the respective function. Here, H is chosen to be noncompactly supported and a smoothed version of the Heaviside function. The steady state solution of the above flow is thus equivalent to which corresponds to the following energy:
This functional (as well as the standard ACWE model) does not have a minimizer [31] since it is homogeneous of degree one in o . . Next, the shape prior term associated with s 2 (see (10)) compares two shapes (the prior and the current shape) based on their signed distance representation. The dissimilarity measured in this way strongly depends on the choice of domain [32] . To this end, the dissimilarity between same two shapes changes by simply extending the domain of integration. In this paper, we propose a formulation which addresses the above-mentioned drawbacks.
A New Shape-Based Dual Formulation of the Segmentation Functional
The formulation is developed based on [33] (12) integrates the square of the signed distance representation of the dynamical prior term along the zero level-set of the current contour position. Consider Fig. 5 for an explanation. Alternatively, the distance computed in (12) is equal to j À ðp 0 i Þ À o ðp i Þj 2 in a discrete setting. A similar distance measure is employed in [34] . However, we would like to note that Bresson et al. [34] use a principal component analysis-based parametric shape representation for their formulation. The parameters are the mean shape and a few principal components of a population of training shapes represented as signed distance functions. As pointed out in [35] , this formulation has a number of limitations. First, the shape distribution is assumed to be Gaussian, which is generally not true for complex shape variations. Second, a linear combination of SDFs (for example, the mean shape) does not produce an SDF in general. In contrast, we use a nonparametric model (see (12) ) for shape representation. This representation trivially avoids the above-mentioned drawbacks of the parametric shape representation. It can also handle infinite degree curve variations as opposed to parametric models, which lead to better performance. Moreover, the objective function in [34] is optimized using the standard gradient descent procedure which is generally slow [33] in nature.
We now explain a fast numerical scheme based on dual formulation of the TV-norm incorporating the shape prior term.
Consider the following constrained minimization problem:
The above expression is similar 3 to (11) (assuming d 2 p 1; 8x). Here the solution is constrained to lie between 0 and 1 since the unconstrained problem does not have a stationary solution as mentioned before. The first term in (13) measures the weighted total variation norm of the function o . It can be rigorously shown that (see [31] , [33] and references therein) (13) is equivalent to solving the following unconstrained problem: if y < 0; 2ðy À 1Þ; if y > 1; 0; otherwise:
As can be seen, the two energies in (13) and (14) agree for f o 2 L 1 ðÞ : 0 o ðxÞ 18xg. It is thus sufficient to prove that any minimizer of (14) satisfies the constraint 0 o 1. A proof is provided in Appendix C, which is available in the online supplemental material. The variational formulation (14) can now be solved using a convex regularity [36] term:
where > 0 is a small constant so that ' is a close approximation of o . Note that (15) is a convex minimization problem which can be solved by iteratively updating o and ' in an alternative manner:
Solve for
o with fixed ':
2. Then solve for ' with fixed o :
The functional in (16) is the well-known total variationbased image denoising model of Rudin, Osher, and Fatemi. This is subsequently solved using the dual model of the functional. The solution of (17) is simply computed pointwise since it is independent of any spatial derivatives of the evaluated function. Refer to Appendix D, which is available in the online supplemental material, for the update rules.
COMBINING REGISTRATION AND SEGMENTATION FUNCTIONAL
A commonly used objective function [19] , [1] , [20] 
&
The functional E C tries to register isocontours within a narrow band of the zero level sets of the source and target shapes. The width of the narrow band is chosen by the parameter 0 . The choice of 0 is crucial since it determines the scale of objects to be registered. See [37] for a detailed discussion. In contrast, we propose a functional which does not require the scale information a priori. The new combination term is proposed (similarly to (12)) as
where c ðy 2 Þ ¼ y 2 . To summarize, the proposed method simultaneously estimates u, G, and o ðtÞ for the current frame at time t in an alternate fashion. The combination term, see (19) , modifies the update rule for the estimated functions. Recalling (5), the new Euler Lagrange equations that need to be satisfied for u can be written as 
The update rule for the sparse error, Gðx; yÞ, remains the same since it is independent of the combination term E NC . Due to the combination term, there is also a minor modification to the segmentation problem in (16):
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments on natural image sequences. We present results on various indoor and outdoor sequences. We use seven different image sequences, namely, Car1, 4 Car2, Person1, Person2, 5 Person3, 6 Face1, and Face2, 7 to evaluate the performance of the proposed tracking framework. We compare our results with various state-of-the-art trackers, for example, Simultaneous Registration and Segmentation tracking [19] and its variant (SRS+DP) [1] , Mean Shift (MS) tracking [38] , Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) tracking [13] , Incremental Visual (IVT) tracking [39] , Ensemble tracking (ET) [12] . Car1, Face1, and Face2 are the gray scale image sequences and the rest of them are composed of 24-bit color images. We also demonstrate the performance of the proposed tracker without robustly estimating u and G. We refer to the proposed tracker and its variant as Robust-SRS (RSRS) and RSRS\G in the subsequent discussion, respectively. The overall performance is demonstrated in Table 1 . We compute the F-measure, f m , and the PASCAL-criterion, p c (with 50 percent overlap), to capture the accuracy of different approaches. f m is defined as
where g ( IR 2 ) and a ( IR 2 ) are the two regions describing the object-of-interest in groundtruth and automatic segmentation in the same time frame and j:j represents the cardinality of a given set. Similarly, p c is defined as ( The object-of-interest in the Car1 sequence undergoes pronounced nonuniform illumination changes as it passes under a bridge. Some sample tracking results are presented in Fig. 6 . Most of the state-of-the-art trackers, except IVT, lose the target fully or partially due to illumination changes. Similarly, in Car2 (see Fig. 7 ), the vehicle goes through several shadow and bright regions. The overall performance (other than ET) is better for this sequence than the previous one, the reason being that the relative object movement with respect to the camera is small compared to Car1 sequence.
In the Person1 sequence (see Fig. 8 ), the tracked object gets occluded partially by a similar looking object (both man and woman are wearing black coats). It can be seen that all state-of-the-art trackers wrongly latch onto the occluding object (the man in this sequence) in the rest of the frames. Rich motion information helps the proposed tracker to attach to the tracked object until the end of sequence. The result corresponding to the Person2 sequence is presented in Fig. 9 . In this sequence, most of the state-of-the-art trackers lose the object when it switches from bright to a darker region. The proposed tracker again performs satisfactorily on this sequence.
The fifth sequence, Person3 (see Fig. 10 ), is an indoor sequence. The object is walking in the corridor passing through several bright and dark regions. There is severe reflection from the floor and the wall. It is also to be noted that the object undergoes large scale changes as it goes away from the camera. MS and IVT produce undesired results for this sequence. Although MIL and ET can track the object, they do not locate it well due to drastic scale changes. The proposed approach tracks the target very well throughout the whole sequence, even in the presence of illumination and scale changes.
In the Face1 and Face2 image sequences, the objective is to track and segment frontal human face over time. Some sample visual results for these two sequences are presented in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. The main challenge here is to cope with the severe occlusions and minor illumination changes. We would like to note that the shape deformation or the relative displacement with respect to the camera of the faces is negligible compared to other image sequences. To summarize, the proposed method is seen to perform reasonably well even in the presence of severe occlusions. Experiments on transmission electron micrograph (TEM) z-slices. We also study the effectiveness of the proposed approach on TEM z-slices. Note that the tracking is performed over depth (along z direction) for this dataset. In this experiment, a neuronal structure is tracked over 70 z-slices. See Fig. 13 for the results. This dataset is extremely challenging due to noisy gradients and poor data terms. Also, some of the intermediate frames are missing because of complete data corruption. Note that the proposed approach tracks the structure very well throughout even in the presence of large nonlinear deformation.
Parameter setting. We keep all the parameters approximately constant throughout our experiments. We have three different coefficients from E RG (see (4)), e.g., u , g 1 , and g 2 are empirically set to 8 Â 10 À4 , 9 Â 10 À5 , and 3 Â 10 À3 , respectively. The weight for the dynamical prior term d (15) is selected randomly from the range ½0:02; 0:05.
We first extract a simple gray scale/RGB-color histogram (for natural images) or texture information (for TEM z-slices) of the foreground and background from a few frames. These are then used to obtain the likelihood values ðxÞ for the rest of the frames. In the current implementation, we also use the edge information of the image. The edge information is easily incorporated by minimizing TV gþd 2
2 is the inverse of the smoothed gradient magnitude function. In our experiments, we keep ¼ 600. The proposed tracking framework is implemented in MATLAB. In our implementation we update u, o , and G twice for each time frame. It takes about 3 seconds for processing each frame of size 200 Â 200 on a 6 GB, 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon CPU. Note that the majority of the processing time is spent computing the updates for u and G. In our current approach, o is computed much faster (% 10 times) than in [1] and [20] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a robust variational framework for level-set-based simultaneous registration and segmentation applied to natural and biological image sequences. The developed formulation is demonstrated to be robust against partial occlusion, drastic illumination changes, and data corruption. Various deformations of the object of interest are seamlessly tackled by robustly computing a dense correspondence map between consecutive frames. For this, we simultaneously estimate a sparse error between successive frames. Moreover, we introduce a fast and efficient shape prior-based dual ROF model for the segmentation counterpart.
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